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Abstract. Most Learning Management Systems (LMS) focus on providing rich
learning materials to the learners but rarely offer possibilities to monitor and
analyze their learning processes. However metacognitive strategies argue that
learners can improve their learning performances by monitoring their activities,
especially in the context of Project-Based Learning (PBL). Our work consists in
designing tools to support metacognitive strategies. In this paper, a framework
and a dynamic dashboard for PBL situations are proposed to help learners to
collect, analyze and visualize the meaningful traces of their activities by themselves. The proposed framework integrates activity traces (interactions with the
LMS) and reporting traces (semi-structured sentences written by the learners).
The dynamic dashboard supports learners in the creation customizable indicators through a user-friendly interface.
Keywords: project-based learning, indicator, dashboard, self-regulation, metacognition.
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Introduction

The World Wide Web provides opportunities for creating virtual classrooms for
learners and instructors [1]. Unfortunately, most Learning Management Systems
(LMS) rarely offer possibilities to monitor and analyze their learning processes to
improve their learning performances. Hence, our research aims to improve learners’
meta-cognition and self-regulation awareness by exploring the traces produced during
the learning processes. We focus on the development of tools to help learners to
monitor their own learning activities.
Our works are conducted in the context of Project-based-Learning (PBL). Michel
et al. [2] found that the use of a dashboard in PBL could help the learners to develop
metacognitive skills and new behaviors. Based on this fact, our general research question is how to design a dashboard to help learners to self-regulate and build metacognitive skills during their project activities.
adfa, p. 1, 2011.
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In our previous works[3, 4], we have defined a dashboard used in the PBL context
as a Project Based Learning Management System (PBLMS). We have proposed a
general architecture based on the management of the traces of the project activities.
This architecture combines activity traces and reporting traces into a dashboard to
support the learning processes [4]. The activity traces can reflect the interactions in
the PBLMS environment, while the reporting traces can record the interactions out of
the PBLMS environment. These two types of traces can give a general view of the
project and can support self-regulation processes specifically if the learners are able to
explore them directly.
In this paper, we propose an operational dynamic dashboard for learners using both
activity and reporting traces. In part 2, we introduce the existing dashboards used to
support self-regulation and give a critical analysis. In part 3 we present the DDART
system, a dynamic dashboard we developed. We finally conclude in part 4 and detail
our future works.

2

State of the Art

A self-regulating dashboard should present the information about goals and activities
at a glance on the shape of indicators that allow easy navigation to more complete
information on analysis views [5]. So, the dashboard could be considered as a container of indicators [3]. In order to calculate the indicators, we have identified two
types of traces useful to build the indicators: activity traces and reporting traces [4].
This part describes the existing simple dashboards that enable the users to use predefined indicators (all the aspects of the indicator are defined by the system developers
totally) and dynamic dashboards that let the learners customize their own indicators
(users can define all the aspects of indicators).
2.1

Simple Dashboards with Predefined Indicators

Simple dashboards are designed to help the users to monitor some specific aspects of
their activities. CourseVis [1] computes graphical indicators by activity traces in
WebCT. TrAVis [6] is a reflective tool that also uses activity traces to give students
information about the way they carry out discussions or other collaborative activities.
Students have access to the tracking data repository. Study desk [7] supports the monitoring of the learners’ learning processes by evaluating the progresses and tasks from
activity traces. Feeler [8] uses personal physical data to reflect the relationship between learners’ learning performances and well beings with the aim of fostering reflection and awareness. NAVI Badgeboard [9] aims at improving individual awareness
and reflection of personal activities through visualizing learners’ communication activities by “badge” presentation.
The system gStudy [10] is a collaborative learning platform. The traces collected
are the log files and the messages in the module gChat. All the traces are analyzed by
the module LogAnalyser. Radar [11] is a peer feedback tool that provides users with
anonymous information on how their cognitive and social behavior is perceived by

themselves, their peers and the group as a whole. Reflector [11] is a reflection tool
that computes learner’s answers about five reflective questions. PCO-vision [2] is a
dashboard that supports self-regulation by offering a global view on objectivesactions-results. The learners self-declare their goals and the way they carry out activities. They can explore these reporting traces to self-regulate themselves.
2.2

Dynamic Dashboards with Customizable Indicators

Dynamic dashboards offer three customization levels for the indicators. In a low level, users can set some simple parameters of the indicators; in a medium level, users
can define the calculation functions and change the visualizations of the indicators; in
a high level, learners can manipulate the traces used in the indicators. Navi Surface
[9] has a low level of customization. It uses the same principle of badges presented
with NAVI Badgeboard (mentioned in last section). Users can specify the names of
the group members in order to view how the group badges acquisitions arise. The
only visualization mode is badges. The Academic Analytics Tool (AAT) [12] supplies
tutors with medium customization functions by allowing them to extract specific information from the activity traces and to select the calculation methods through a
SQL query GUI. Specific computer skills are needed (write SQL) and the only visualization mode of the results is tables. GINDIC [13] supports the generation of high
customizable indicators by using activity traces but requires the users to have a computer background because many parameters need to be set. The TBS-IM system [14]
uses the concept of modeled trace (M-Trace) to enable tutors to select, transform and
visualize activity traces produced by Moodle. The customization process is high. It
offers various visualization modes to users but tutors are required to have some computer skills to understand how to manipulate the traces and to define parameters.
2.3

Summary / Critical Analysis of Existing Dashboard

The previously presented dashboards can be compared from four aspects: target user,
trace type, customization level and computer skills requirements.
• Most dynamic dashboards are dedicated to tutors and researchers while most simple dashboards are supplied to learners. Learners have no means to self-regulate
their activities and to build metacognitive skills.
• Most dashboards explore the activity traces to analyze the learning processes while
the reporting traces are ignored. The whole learning processes can be observed
completely only by combining the two types of traces.
• Most dashboards don’t supply the customization functions or just supply some low
customization functions.
• The higher the customization level is, the higher the computer background requirements are. There is no simple but high-dynamic dashboard for learners.
Based on the above analysis, we propose in the next section a dynamic dashboard
based on the LMS Moodle.

3

DDART System

DDART is a Dynamic Dashboard Based on Activity and Reporting Traces. This system allows learners to create customizable indicators related to their activities. We
choose to implement it as a plug-in of the Moodle platform. It is based on a four steps
framework detailed in each part of this section: data collection, data integration, data
calculation and data visualization.
3.1

Data Collection

Two types of traces are collected: activity traces and reporting traces. We have classified the activities in PBL into three categories: internal activities, external activities
and non-instrumented activities [4]. We extract parts of the internal activities data,
recorded directly by Moodle, to constitute the activity traces. These traces come from
the use of five modules integrated in the platform (wiki, chat room, forum, private
message and resource) and of two modules we developed: a reporting tool and
DDART. The reporting traces are recorded when learners write reports in the reporting tool [4] to declare their non-instrumented activities and external activities. The
reports are composed of semi-structured sentences.
3.2

Data Integration

This step aggregates the two types of traces together and generates a primary trace
(PT). A primary trace is defined as “a trace model and a set of untransformed traces
instances according to this model” [14]. It is the source data for creating the indicators. Based on our PBL context, we propose a task-oriented pattern model to store the
primary traces:
PT = {Ta, L, C, V, To, BT, ET, P}

With:

(1)

• Ta: the task carried out by learners during the project; L: the learner who carries
out the task; C: the category of the task; V: the value (detailed content) of the task;
To: the tools supplied in Moodle to help learners to complete the project; BT and
ET: begin time and end time of the task; P: the place at where the task was done.
A filter function is supplied to help learners to set the constraints of learners, time,
places, tools and tasks so as to have a smaller set of traces.
3.3

Data Calculation

The Fig. 1 presents the interface of the indicator design process. This interface is
composed of three parts: (1) the “parameters” part ( see Fig. 1.a ) contains the list of
all the parameters which are available for creating an indicator, (2) the “calculation”
part ( see Fig. 1.b and c ) allows learners to specify the parameters and presents the

view of the indicator results and (3) the “visualization modes” part ( see Fig. 1.d )
supplies ten presentation models to learners to choose.
This user-friendly interface is WYSIWYG (what you see is what you get) and the
results can be calculated on the fly, without delay, so that learners can adjust the parameters all the time. It allows learners to create the indicators by dragging and dropping the parameters and the visualization mode. Learners can manipulate five entities
E={L, To, Ta, Time, P} from the PT model. They can cross the entities together, select the type of value to consider (frequency, time interval, content and description) or
do some mathematical calculations (sum, means, etc.). The cross operator calculates
the cartesian product E1×E2 as follow:
E1 × E2 = {E11 , ⋯ , E1n } × {E21 , ⋯ , E2m } = {E11 E21 , ⋯ , E11 E2m ⋯ , E1n E21 , ⋯ , E1n E2m } (2)

Fig. 1. The main page for trace transformation and indicator calculation

3.4

Data Visualization

DDART offers ten visualization modes for learners: pie chart, bar chart, line chart,
gauge chart, social network, scatter chart, area chart, table, tree map and combo chart.
We believe that different visualization modes can help learners to obtain different
information from different dimensions. We imported Google Chart API to generate
these visualizations automatically. All the created indicators are presented in the
learners’ own dashboards. Learners can follow their project and learning by observing
their own customizable dashboards.

4

Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented the DDART system, a dynamic dashboard integrated
to Moodle. This system can help learners to collect, analyze and visualize their traces
in the form of meaningful indicators. By providing learners with DDART, we encourage them to explore information by themselves and learn how to regulate their learning activities. Considering our future research work, we will conduct an experiment in

a real PBL situation to test the usability and the utility of DDART as a support for
learners’ self-regulation.
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